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installing iperius backup on a thin-provisioned
virtual machine using only the repository
(without the vmware solution) is not
recommended, since vmware official support
for the vmware solution is required to support
the incremental backup of the virtual
machines. the backup snapshot is taken on
the closest possible time. during the whole
process, vmware’s virtual machine migration
and deletion is carried out on the esxi host.
when the backup snapshot is taken, vmware’s
virtual machine migration and deletion is
completed, and a new virtual machine is
created on the virtual machine monitor
(vmm). at this point, it is not possible to
predict the vm migration time. in addition, if
there is an image migration scheduled using
the solution manager, the backup snapshot
may not be completed. the time taken to
complete the backup snapshot is the sum of
the time taken to complete the vm migration
and solution migration. to manage vm
migration and image migration, it is necessary
to perform a vcenter server administration.
vmware esxi is an extensible product and
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vmware does not guarantee that the
commands, tools and functions that it
provides will always be compatible with future
releases of the product. the vmware product
will include new features and enhancements
and may or may not provide the same
command, tool or function. as a result, it is not
possible to predict the future or future
compatibility of the vmware product. as such,
before using vmware’s product, you should
consult the vmware product documentation
and user guides, and be aware that the
vmware product documentation and user
guides may be changed at any time. this
product is provided as is without any vendor
support or warranty of any kind. the only way
to obtain vmware’s product support and
warranty is by using the vmware product or
through registered vmware partners.
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